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Laser guide star (LGS) atmospheric tomography is described in the literature as integrated minimum-variance
tomographic wavefront reconstruction from a concatenated wavefront-sensor measurement vector consisting of
many high-order, tip/tilt (TT)-removed LGS measurements, supplemented by a few low-order natural guide
star (NGS) components essential to estimating the TT and tilt anisoplanatism (TA) modes undetectable by the
TT-removed LGS wavefront sensors (WFSs). The practical integration of these NGS WFS measurements into
the tomography problem is the main subject of this paper. A split control architecture implementing two sepa-
rate control loops driven independently by closed-loop LGS and NGS measurements is proposed in this context.
Its performance is evaluated in extensive wave optics Monte Carlo simulations for the Thirty Meter Telescope
(TMT) LGS multiconjugate adaptive optics (MCAO) system, against the delivered performance of the inte-
grated control architecture. Three iterative algorithms are analyzed for atmospheric tomography in both cases:
a previously proposed Fourier domain preconditioned conjugate gradient (FDPCG) algorithm, a simple conju-
gate gradient (CG) algorithm without preconditioning, and a novel layer-oriented block Gauss–Seidel conju-
gate gradient algorithm (BGS-CG). Provided that enough iterations are performed, all three algorithms yield
essentially identical closed-loop residual RMS wavefront errors for both control architectures, with the caveat
that a somewhat smaller number of iterations are required by the CG and BGS-CG algorithms for the split
approach. These results demonstrate that the split control approach benefits from (i) a simpler formulation of
minimum-variance atmospheric tomography allowing for algorithms with reduced computational complexity
and cost (processing requirements), (ii) a simpler, more flexible control of the NGS-controlled modes, and (iii) a
reduced coupling between the LGS- and NGS-controlled modes. Computation and memory requirements for all
three algorithms are also given for the split control approach for the TMT LGS AO system and appear feasible
in relation to the performance specifications of current hardware technology. © 2008 Optical Society of
America

OCIS codes: 010.1080, 010.1330.
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. INTRODUCTION
igh-order, high-speed laser guide star (LGS) adaptive

ptics (AO) systems, with thousands of actuators updated
t kilohertz rates, will play a key role in the development
f the next generation of ground-based astronomical tele-
copes. Emerging LGS AO techniques for these telescopes
nclude multiconjugate adaptive optics (MCAO), i.e., sev-
ral LGSs and several deformable mirrors (DMs); laser
omography adaptive optics (LTAO), i.e., several LGSs
nd a single DM; and multiobject adaptive optics
MOAO), i.e., several LGSs and a single DM per field
oint. All of these AO modes require computationally effi-
ient and parallelizable tomographic wavefront recon-
truction algorithms to estimate the dominant layers of
istributed volume turbulence above the telescope. First
mages of unprecedented quality were recently obtained
ith an MCAO instrument [1], demonstrating the matu-

ity of the technology beyond simulations and laboratory
xperiments. Minimum-variance tomographic wavefront
econstruction followed by least-squares DM fitting is
enerally a requirement for these systems to achieve near
ptimal performance. However, explicit computation,
torage, real-time update, and application of the recon-
tructor are prohibitively expensive. To overcome this
1084-7529/08/102427-9/$15.00 © 2
roblem, sparse-matrix techniques have been exploited
2], opening the door to iterative solutions for zonal LGS
tmospheric tomography [3,4].
Current generation LGS AO systems [5] incorporate a

ow-order natural guide star (NGS) wavefront sensor
WFS) to measure the tip/tilt (TT) modes of the wavefront
hat are undetectable using a laser beacon owing its un-
ertain position [6]. Proposed MCAO systems will utilize
few low-order NGS WFSs to measure the TT and tilt

nisoplanatism (TA) modes as well [7]. Since most TA oc-
urs in the three quadratic Zernike modes [8], it can be
ontrolled by two DMs and sensed by three low-order
GS WFSs [three TT WFSs or three tip/tilt/focus/
stigmatism (TTFA), i.e., order 2�2 WFSs, or a mix of TT
nd TTFA WFSs]. In practical implementations, at least
ne TTFA WFS is required in order to measure defocus er-
ors arising from variations in the range to sodium LGSs.
he three TA modes can then be specified as focus and
stigmatism distributed on two DMs, which are scaled so
hat the wavefront propagated from each one of the
ources forming the LGS asterism (i.e., the array of LGS
eacons) to the aperture plane consists of pure TT, which
s invisible to the TT-removed LGS WFSs. These modes
re sometime referred to as “plate scale modes” because
008 Optical Society of America
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hey introduce field-dependent TT errors that magnify
nd distort the image at the science instrument focal
lane. They also introduce field-independent focus/
stigmatism wavefront errors on account of the cone
ffect.

The LGS and NGS measurements have very different
haracteristics. The former are high order, are TT re-
oved, have a relatively high and fixed signal-to-noise ra-

io (SNR), and are associated with a fixed guide star ge-
metry. The latter are low order, associated with a
ariable guide star geometry, and generally have a low
NR. A separate NGS bandwidth optimization is there-

ore required, traditionally achieved by decomposition of
he combined LGS/NGS wavefront reconstruction matrix
nto columns of actuator commands driven by LGS and
GS measurements. Such a decomposition becomes
uickly impractical, however, as the order of the system
ncreases and prevents explicit computation of the recon-
tructor.

The split atmospheric tomography wavefront-control
rchitecture proposed in this paper for LGS MCAO is il-
ustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 and is a generali-
ation of the architecture for current LGS AO systems [5].

somewhat similar concept of split LGS/NGS MCAO
avefront reconstruction has already been developed for

he Gemini South MCAO system [9]. The implementation
roposed in this paper is based on two separate control
oops driven independently by the LGS and NGS mea-
urements. The NGS control loop uses a noise-weighted
east-squares wavefront reconstruction matrix to control
he two global TT modes and the three TA modes. The
GS control loop uses an iterative, computationally effi-
ient algorithm providing an approximate solution to
inimum-variance tomography, and it controls all modes

rthogonal to the five NGS modes. The benefits of the
plit tomography approach are (i) a reduced coupling be-
ween the LGS- and NGS-controlled modes, (ii) a more
exible control of the TT and TA modes, and (iii) a simpler
ormulation of LGS tomography allowing for algorithms
ith reduced computational complexity and cost. These
oints will be further detailed below.

Concatenation LGS POL slopes
TT removal

Atm
TT
NG

TT coeffs
to CL slopes

DM shape
to CL slopes

+

+

NGS CL slopes

LGS CL slopes

Noise-Weighted
TT/TA
NGS Reconstructor

∫

TA coeffs to
DM actuators

LGS POL slopes
TT removal

Atmos Tomo
TT-included LGS WFS

DM shape
to CL slopes

+

NGS CL slopes

LGS CL slopes

TTM

ig. 1. Integrated (top) versus split (bottom) tomography block
oop (POL) measurements.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 pro-
ide technical descriptions on the operations involved in,
espectively, the integrated and split atmospheric tomog-
aphy architectures. Sample simulation results for the
hirty Meter Telescope (TMT) LGS MCAO system are
iven in Section 4, and their computation and memory
equirements are given in Section 5.

. INTEGRATED ATMOSPHERIC
OMOGRAPHY
GS atmospheric tomography consists of several compu-

ational steps that perform operations on three types of
avefront grids: a set of atmospheric grids, an aperture-
lane grid, and DM grids. For computational convenience,
ll grids shall be square, with atmospheric grids scaled in
cone coordinate system where mesh size is squeezed
ith range according to the cone compression factor �k
�k�k�0. Here �k=1−hk /hlgs denotes the grid compression

actor for layer k at range hk and LGSs at range hlgs, �k
1 or 2 is the grid oversampling parameter, and �0
dsa/2 denotes the aperture-plane grid mesh size, equal

o half the LGS WFS subaperture size. A graphical illus-
ration of the cone coordinate system is provided in Fig. 2.
ote that regardless of the choice of coordinate system,
ny LGS tomographic wavefront reconstruction algorithm
eeds to be updated slowly with time owing to sodium

ayer range variations. In the cone coordinate system, this
pdate is most conveniently accomplished by updating
he atmospheric grids themselves, i.e., updating the above
k parameters.

Denoting by Ngs, Nlgs, and Nngs the total number of
uide stars, LGSs, and low-order NGSs participating in
he reconstruction of the atmospheric grids, we have Ngs
Nlgs+Nngs for the integrated approach. Four core opera-

ions are involved in LGS atmospheric tomography:

• Bilinear interpolation. This operation computes
avefront values at the intercepts of rays traced through
hase screens (atmospheric and DM grids) to/from the ap-
rture plane, for sources at either finite or infinite range.

o
d LGS WFSs
s

DM Fitting

DM actuators
to TT coeffs

∫

DM actuators
TT removal

∫

−

−

TTM

DM

DM Fitting
DM actuators
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∫
+

−

DM

ms. Dashed lines indicate signals used to compute pseudo-open-
os Tom
-remove
S WFS

s
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ays traced to/from the aperture plane correspond to
orward/backward wavefront propagations, which are
ransposes of one another. The projected aperture-plane
rid point coordinates on a plane at range h for a source
t range hsrc in direction � are given by x�= �1−h /hsrc�x
h�, where x denotes aperture-plane grid point coordi-
ates (see Fig. 2 for a graphical illustration). Note that at-
ospheric grids must be sufficiently large in order to

roperly sample all LGS and NGS beams.
• Aperture-plane LGS and NGS WFS gradient and

radient transpose. The gradient operator computes each
FS gradient measurement from aperture-plane wave-

ront values. These are sparse operations, coupling only
perture-plane grid points bordering opposite sides of a
ubaperture.

• Atmospheric wavefront curvature squared. This op-
ration regularizes the tomography matrix system by pro-
iding a sparse approximation to the inverse atmospheric
ovariance matrix [2]. The curvature squared (bihar-
onic) operator couples 13 points lying on a 5�5 stencil,
ith 3 points from each of the 4 corners removed. The 13
eights are identical for all atmospheric phase screens
nd are identical throughout each screen, except near the
oundary.
• Aperture weighting. This operation is performed in

he DM fitting step to capture aperture edge effects and
ield a lower fitting error by cross-coupling aperture-
lane grid points with up to eight nearest neighbors on a
egular 3�3 stencil. Fully interior stencils have two-
imensional Simpson weights.

he use of all four of these operations in the steps of at-
ospheric tomography are described in greater detail be-

ow. Grid-based as opposed to sparse-matrix-based opera-

LGS

Pupil-plane grid points

Compressed grid points

Uncompressed grid points

Origin

ig. 2. Graphical representation of the ray-tracing operation for
finite-range point source, illustrating an upper altitude grid in

ither a compressed or an uncompressed coordinate system. The
rigin is common to both compressed and uncompressed grids.
or an LGS off axis, the ray intercept offset is constant for the
ompressed grid.
ions are preferable for real-time implementation since
hey have the highest potential to fully exploit the under-
ying structure of these operators, minimize storage re-
uirements, and, most importantly, exploit hardware par-
llelism. This is common practice in real-time image
rocessing where bilinear interpolation and smoothing
re frequently implemented [10].

. Pseudo-Open-Loop Gradient Computation
ince atmospheric tomography uses an open-loop
inimum-variance tomographic wavefront reconstructor

n closed loop, it must operate on pseudo-open-loop (POL)
radients. This is also a requirement for closed-loop sta-
ility reasons. In the absence of measurement noise and
ystematic errors (WFS pupil distortion and
isregistration/calibration errors), the poles of the closed-

oop transfer matrix are then equal to those of a conven-
ional minimum-variance reconstructor with closed-loop
onstraints [11]. POL gradients represent an estimate of
he open-loop gradients that would have been measured
ith ideal flat DMs and ideal fully linear WFSs. As a re-

ult, the POL architecture eliminates the need for an in-
isible mode-removal step as in a conventional closed-loop
ystem. Such a control approach has been implemented
uccessfully in the past on laser beam control systems
12] and more recently in MCAO simulations [13]. An
nalysis of its temporal frequency response has also been
eported [14].

The POL gradients associated with WFS number k are
omputed as follows:

�sdm�k = �k��Hdm
gs �k1 ¯ �Hdm

gs �kNdm
��

�x̂�1

]

�x̂�Ndm

�,

1 � k � Ngs, �1�

�spol�k = �s�k + �sdm�k, �2�

here Ndm denotes the number of DMs; spol and s denote,
espectively, the POL and closed-loop gradient vectors; x̂
s the concatenated DM actuator vector; �k denotes the
perture-plane gradient operator for WFS number k; and
Hdm

gs �kl represents the bilinear interpolation operator for
he action of DM grid l upon rays traced from guide star
umber k to the aperture-plane grid. �Hdm

gs �kl will gener-
lly have the following stencil:

w = � �y

1 − �y
��1 − �x �x� = � �1 − �x��y �x�y

�1 − �x��1 − �y� �x�1 − �y�� ,

�3�

here ��x ,�y� is the ray intercept offset relative to the
M grid mesh size from the lower-left neighbor node.
ote that this offset is not constant for LGSs, since DM

rids are not in the cone coordinate system and the inter-
epts are from finite-range sources. The �x /�y offsets for
ach LGS can be stored separately in two one-
imensional arrays, since �x is only a function of the x in-
ercept of a ray in the aperture plane (and similarly for

). Finally, note that the values of � /� for the LGSs
y x y
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eed to be updated every few seconds as the range to the
odium layer varies.

The gradient operators �k associated with fully illumi-
ated subapertures have the following regular stencil:

wx =
1

dsa�
− 1/2 0 1/2

− 1 0 1

− 1/2 0 1/2
�, wy = − wx

T. �4�

ote that the central point of the stencil has a zero weight
or both measurement directions. For the gradient trans-
ose operators (which will appear below), grid points that
re the common vertex to four fully illuminated subaper-
ures receive a nonzero contribution from both x and y
radients with the following weights:

wx =
1

dsa
�1/2 − 1/2

1/2 − 1/2�, wy = − wx
T, �5�

hereas grid points that are the common midpoint node
ordering two fully illuminated subapertures receive a
onzero contribution from either the x or the y gradients
ith the following weights:

wx =
1

dsa
�1 − 1�, wy = − wx

T. �6�

. Computing the Tomography System Right-Hand-Side
ector
ssembling the right-hand-side vector of the tomography
atrix system from the POL gradients is accomplished by

he following operations:

�y�k = �k
TWk	k�spol�k, 1 � k � Ngs �7�

�b�l = ��Hatm
gs �1l

T
¯ �Hatm

gs �Ngsl
T ��

�y�1

]

�y�Ngs

�,

1 � l � Nps, �8�

here Nps denotes the number of atmospheric grids, 	k
enotes full-aperture noise-weighted gradient TT removal
f WFS k corresponds to a LGS WFS and identity other-
ise, Wk is the precomputed measurement noise inverse

ovariance matrix for WFS k, �b�l denotes the right-hand-
ide tomography subvector corresponding to phase screen
, and �Hatm

gs �kl is the bilinear interpolation operator be-
ween the nodes of atmospheric layer l and intercepts of
ays traced to the aperture-plane grid from guide star k.
ote that the interpolation offset ��x ,�y� is constant

hroughout the grid for LGSs since grid nodes are defined
n the cone coordinate system. This property is particu-
arly well suited for a parallel grid-based implementation.
he nodes of the aperture-plane grid can always be cho-
en to coincide with nodes of the ground-layer phase
creen such that no interpolation is needed for that
creen. Wk is a sparse symmetric weighting matrix with
wo nonzero elements per row (measurement noise be-
ween different subapertures is uncorrelated, but the x
nd y components of the noise in a subaperture may be
orrelated in the case of elongated LGSs).
. Computing an Approximate Solution to the
omography System
he tomography matrix system takes the form Ax=b,
here x denotes the concatenated tomography vector of
nknowns (atmospheric phase screens), A is the block
tructured tomography operator, and b is the tomography
ight-hand-side vector. All tomography solvers discussed
elow perform �A�kl�v�l operations �1�k , l�Nps�, which
an be expressed as follows:


 = Diag��1
TW1	1�1, . . . ,�Ngs

T WNgs
	Ngs

�Ngs
��

�Hatm
gs �1l

]

�Hatm
gs �Ngsl

��v�l,

�9�

p�k = ��Hatm
gs �1k

T
¯ �Hatm

gs �Ngsk
T �
, �10�

q�l = �lL
2�v�l, �11�

A�kl�v�l = �p�k + �q�l�kl, �12�

here �kl denotes the Kronecker delta, L2 is the curvature
quared (biharmonic) regularization operator coupling 13
rid points in a 5�5 stencil on each screen, and �l is a
caling constant proportional to �l

−4 and to the �5/6�th
ower of the Fried parameter of layer l.
The technique of warm restart has been shown in the

ast to significantly accelerate the closed-loop conver-
ence of iterative wavefront reconstruction algorithms
15,16]. With this technique, the solution at a given frame
s used as initial guess for the next frame instead of the
ull vector as in cold restart. Three warm-started itera-
ive algorithms falling in two categories are proposed for
olving the integrated tomography matrix system Ax=b:
layer-oriented algorithm operating on the blocks (i.e.,

ayers) of the system one by one and two system-oriented
lgorithms operating on the whole system (i.e., all layers)
t once. These algorithms are, respectively,

• BGS-CG: block Gauss–Seidel conjugate gradient.
he block Gauss–Seidel (BGS) method is a block generali-
ation of the well known Gauss–Seidel iteration that has
een implemented in earlier MCAO simulations as
moothing step for the multigrid (MG) tomographic wave-
ront reconstructor [3]. It is classified in computational
inear algebra as a domain decomposition method [17].
he coefficient matrix A is decomposed into a number of
locks �A�kl (associated with Nps atmospheric layers in
ur case) and expressed in the form A=AD+AL+AU,
here AD, AL and AU are block structured matrices as-

embled from the diagonal, strictly lower, and strictly up-
er blocks of A respectively. Matrices AL and AU cross
ouple atmospheric layers, whereas the block diagonal
atrix AD couples phase grid points on individual layers.
tarting with a warm initial guess x�0�, a generic forward
GS iteration solves the following system:
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�AD + AL�x = y, �13�

y = b − AUx�0�. �14�

quation (13) defines a block lower triangular system
hat requires the solution of Nps smaller and sparser sys-
ems �A�kk�x�k= �v�k, where the right-hand-side vector �v�k
epends on the solution obtained for all diagonal blocks
bove k. BGS-CG uses the conjugate gradient (CG) algo-
ithm to obtain an approximate solution �x̂�k of these Nps
maller systems. Note that the CG solver alleviates the
equential processing (and hence the propagation delay)
ncurred by the Cholesky factorization implementation
eported in [3].

The BGS-CG algorithm can thus be organized in two
ain steps: (i) assembling the transformed right-hand-

ide vector y and (ii) layer-by-layer solution of the block-
tructured system (13). These two steps can be formu-
ated as follows:

�y�Nps
= �b�Nps

;
 = 0

or k=Nps−1, . . . ,1


 ª 
 + Diag��1
TW1	1�1, . . . ,�Ngs

T WNgs
	Ngs

�Ngs
�

��
�Hatm

gs �1k+1

]

�Hatm
gs �Ngsk+1

��x�0��k+1

�y�k = �b�k − ��Hatm
gs �1k

T
¯ �Hatm

gs �Ngsk
T �


nd

�x̂�1 = CG��A�11,�y�1�; 
 = 0

or k=2, . . . ,Nps


 ª 
 + Diag��1
TW1	1�1, . . . ,�Ngs

T WNgs
	Ngs

�Ngs
�

��
�Hatm

gs �1k−1

]

�Hatm
gs �Ngsk−1

��x̂�k−1

�v�k = �y�k − ��Hatm
gs �1k

T
¯ �Hatm

gs �Ngsk
T �


�x̂�k = CG��A�kk,�v�k�

nd
here the function x̃=CG�A ,b� performs warm-started
G iterations on the generic system Ax=b.

• CG: warm-started CG iterations without precondi-
ioning operating on the whole tomography system.

• FDPCG: warm-started CG iterations with a Fourier
omain preconditioning matrix [4]. The FDPCG algo-
ithm operates in the spatial domain with a sparse pre-
omputed Fourier domain Hermitian preconditioning ma-
rix slowly updated as the range to the layers, range to
he LGS, signal level, and turbulence conditions change.
he preconditioning step can be implemented in parallel
ia N fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), a Hermitian ma-
ps
rix vector multiplication, and Nps inverse FFTs. Note
hat the originally proposed FDPCG algorithm [4] at-
empts to disentangle the LGS and NGS contributions by
nappropriately invoking the matrix inversion lemma,
hich leads to closed-loop instabilities [15]. The above for-
ulation avoids these problems by operating on the inte-

rated tomography operator containing both LGS and
GS contributions.

ote that BGS-CG and CG have order N computational
omplexity, where N denotes the size of the tomography
atrix system.

. Propagating the Tomography Estimate
nce an approximate tomography solution has been com-
uted, the tomography estimate is geometrically propa-
ated (ray-trace interpolation/accumulation) along Nfit
tting directions from sources (science targets) at infinite
ange, which can be represented as follows:

�y�k = ��Hatm
sc �k1 ¯ �Hatm

sc �kNps
��

�x̂�1

]

�x̂�Nps

�, 1 � k � Nfit,

�15�

here �x̂�l denotes the tomography estimate for layer l
nd �Hatm

sc �kl is a sparse bilinear interpolation operator be-
ween the nodes of atmospheric grid l and intercepts of
ays traced to the aperture-plane grid from the fitting di-
ection k. Note that the interpolation offsets ��x ,�y� are
ot constant on a given phase screen, since atmospheric
hase screens are in the cone coordinate system and ray
racing is from infinite-range sources. However, the off-
ets need to be stored for only one row/column of grid
oints for each infinite-range source.

. Computing the Fitting System Right-Hand-Side Vector
he fitting right-hand-side vector is computed as follows:

�q�k = kW�y�k, 1 � k � Nfit �16�

�b�l = ��Hdm
sc �1l

T
¯ �Hdm

sc �Nfitl
T �

��
�q�1

]

�q�Nfit

�, 1 � l � Ndm, �17�

here �b�l is the right-hand-side subvector for DM grid l,
k is the scalar weight for the fitting direction k, W is a
xed sparse aperture-plane weighting operator coupling
ach grid point with up to eight nearest neighbors on a
�3 stencil (fully interior stencils have Simpson
eights), and �Hdm

sc �kl is a sparse bilinear interpolation op-
rator between the actuators of DM grid l and intercepts
f the rays traced to the aperture-plane grid from the fit-
ing direction k.

. Computing an Approximate Solution to the Fitting
ystem
he fitting matrix system to solve has again the form
x=b, where x denotes the concatenated DM actuator
ector of unknowns, b is the concatenated fitting right-
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and-side vector, and A is the block-structured fitting op-
rator. CG (operating on the whole fitting system) without
reconditioning is the proposed fitting solver. The solver
erforms �A�kl�v�l operations �1�k , l�Ndm�, which can be
xpressed as follows:


 = Diag�1W, . . . ,Nfit
W��

�Hdm�1l

]

�Hdm�Nfitl
��v�l, �18�

�A�kl�v�l = ��Hdm�1k
T

¯ �Hdm�Nfitk
T �
. �19�

. SPLIT ATMOSPHERIC TOMOGRAPHY
n split atmospheric tomography, only LGSs participate
n the reconstruction of the atmospheric grids, i.e., Ngs
Nlgs. This leads to the following simplifications of the op-
rations described in Section 2: (i) Atmospheric grid sizes
o longer depend upon the variable location of the NGS
sterism, (ii) ray tracing, aperture-plane gradient, and
radient transpose operations are no longer performed for
he NGSs, and (iii) the full-aperture gradient TT-removal
perator �k is not applied inside the tomography opera-
or, although it is applied to compute the right-hand-side
omography vector. On the other hand, following the DM
tting step, a NGS mode-removal step must be performed
o project off the five TT/TA modes from the fitting esti-
ate as described below.
Let us denote by M the five-column TT/TA modal ma-

rix spanning the NGS actuator subspace, and by Ga
�ngsHdm

ngs the DM-to-NGS WFS interaction matrix map-
ing DM actuators to geometric NGS WFS measure-
ents. The proposed NGS reconstructor R mapping

losed-loop NGS WFS measurements, sngs, to the error in
he NGS DM actuator command, ê, is defined as the
oise-weighted pseudoinverse of the modal DM-to-NGS
FS interaction matrix GM=GaM:

R = GM
† , �20�

GM
† = �GM

T WngsGM�−1GM
T Wngs, �21�

here Wngs is the inverse of the diagonal NGS
easurement-noise covariance matrix. Such a reconstruc-

or provides a noise-weighted least-squares fit of the
losed-loop NGS WFS measurements to the gradient of
he propagated error in the TT/TA modes along the NGS
irections. The TT/TA mode coefficient error is then given
y ê=arg mine	sngs−GMe	Wngs

2 =GM
† sngs. The errors are then

emporally filtered to produce the commands that are ap-
lied to the DMs and the TT mirror. Note that “ideal”
ode coefficients would be given by the amplitude-
eighted least-squares fit of the science wavefronts to the
ropagated TT/TA modes along the science directions.
uch mode coefficients would be expressed as m̂0
arg minm	�sc−HM

scm	A
2 =HM

sc†�sc, where HM
sc =Hdm

sc M.
Two key observations can now be made. Under the as-

umption that Ga is an accurate model of the NGS WFSs
i.e., neglecting nonlinear effects, system errors like mis-
egistration, hysteresis, etc.), the NGS loop reconstructs a
iven DM shape into the projection of that shape onto the
T and TA modes defining the columns of M; i.e., M R Ga
s a projection matrix onto the range space of M:

R Ga = M† = �MT Wa M�−1 MT Wa, �22�

Wa = Ga
T Wngs Ga, �23�

M R Ga = Pa = M M†, �24�

here Wa is a symmetric weighting matrix in actuator
pace. Note that the projection matrix Pa is Wa orthogo-
al; i.e., Pa

2=Pa and Pa
T Wa=Wa Pa. Projecting the NGS

odes out of the LGS DM actuator vector at the output of
he DM fitting step (i.e., applying the operator I−Pa) will
ully decouple the NGS loop from the LGS loop. However,
here will in practice be some amount of coupling owing to

FS nonlinearities and spatial aliasing effects. This pro-
ection does not significantly increase real-time computa-
ion requirements since its cost is on the order of the total
umber of actuators.
Note that in open loop, an integrated tomography solu-

ion is mandatory, as the above split approach will not
rovide adequate compensation of the TT/TA modes on
ccount of spatial aliasing corrupting the open-loop NGS
FS measurements.

. SAMPLE MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
ESULTS

o test and validate the benefits of the proposed split to-
ography architecture, we have conducted a series of
ave optics Monte Carlo simulations for the TMT LGS
CAO system using our in-house-developed Linear Adap-

ive Optics Simulator (LAOS) software. An overview of
he TMT LGS MCAO system and its expected perfor-
ance can be found in [18,19]. The reference design
CAO configuration includes order 63�63 and 75�75
avefront correction at 800 Hz using a pair of conven-

ional piezo-stack DMs conjugate to ranges of 0 and
2 km, six LGS WFSs of order 60�60, two near-infrared
T NGS WFSs, and one near-infrared TTFA NGS WFS.
ll WFSs are Shack–Hartmann wavefront gradient sen-
ors. The main modeling assumptions were as follows:
ix-layer Cerro Tololo turbulence profile simulated at a
esolution of 1/64 m and characterized at 500 nm and ze-
ith by layer altitudes (relative to ground level of 2.2 km
bove sea level at Cerro Tololo) of 0, 2.6, 5.6, 7.7, 12.9, and
5.5 km; a Fried parameter of 15 cm; an isoplanatic angle
f 2.5 arcsec; a generalized (dual-conjugate) isoplanatic
ngle of 10.5 arcsec; a Greenwood frequency of 29 Hz;
aylor frozen atmospheric temporal dynamics; matched
econstructed turbulence profile sampled at half the LGS
FS subaperture size, i.e., 1 /4 m; telescope pointing at

enith; TMT pupil amplitude function sampled at 1/64 m,
sed to generate LGS WFS spots and evaluate perfor-
ance; wave optics modeling of LGS WFSs using a polar

oordinate detector array with 16�4 pixels per subaper-
ure and a constrained matched-filter spot-position esti-
ation algorithm [20]; median lidar sodium profile; an
GS asterism at the vertices of an equilateral triangle of

ircumradius equal to 30 arcsec at the center of a square
0 arcsec science field of view (FoV); a pair of TT NGS
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FSs and a TTFA NGS WFS modeled geometrically as
MS best-fit Zernike TT measurements (i.e., as the last

wo components of the amplitude-weighted pseudoinverse
f the Zernike piston/tip/tilt modal matrix applied to the
ubaperture pupil-plane wavefront) with 1.8 milliarcsec
mas) measurement noise for the TTFA WFS and 0.4 mas
or the two TT WFSs, which correspond to the expected
oise for quadrant detectors imaging bright stars of J
agnitude equal to 15 with a Strehl ratio of 50%, 40%

nd-to-end optical throughput, no read noise and a quan-
um efficiency of 30%; common 800 Hz sampling fre-
uency for all WFSs; lossless integrators with gains of 1/2
nd two-frame latency controlling the DMs and the tip/
ilt mirror (TTM).

Sample comparative performance results for split and
ntegrated tomography algorithms are summarized in
able 1. Relative RMS wavefront errors are quoted as
uadrature differences (nm) from the closed-loop residual
avefront errors obtained with three warm-started split

omography FDPCG iterations, followed by four warm-
tarted CG iterations for the DM fitting. Performance has
een averaged over a 10 arcsec square 3�3 evaluation
eld with Simpson weights and 12 uncorrelated simula-
ions of 2400 time steps each (3 s of real time each) with
ranslating atmospheric phase screens. The total (piston-
emoved) error has been expressed as the root-sum-
quare (RSS) of errors in the LGS and NGS modes, and
he error in the NGS modes has been expressed as the
SS of the TT and TA errors. For the reference algorithm,

hese terms are, respectively, 141 nm total, 139 nm in the
GS modes, 27 nm in the NGS modes, 17 nm in global TT,
nd 21 nm in the TA modes. It is seen that both inte-
rated and split tomography provide very similar levels of
losed-loop residual wavefront error in the LGS-
ontrolled modes and that a somewhat smaller number of
terations are required by the CG and BGS-CG algo-
ithms for the split approach. Note that the performance
stimates for the NGS-controlled modes are for the case of
single, symmetric, bright asterism and that sky cover-

ge simulations are needed to assess the relative perfor-
ance of the algorithms over an ensemble of representa-

ive asterisms. Note also that imaginary numbers
ndicate a negative differential wavefront variance, i.e.,
etter performance compared with the reference algo-
ithm. Finally, the pair of empty boxes are two cases that
ave not been simulated since the performance in the

Table 1. Quadrature Difference (nm) from Closed-
Warm-Started Split Tomography FDPCG Iterati

Iter

Algorithm
No. CG

Iterations

Split Tomograph

Total LGS NGS

FDPCG 3 0 0 0

CG 30 25 j3 25
40

BGS-CG 20 23 j3 23
30

aThe imaginary numbers �jx� indicate improved performance with respect to this
GS-controlled modes of the corresponding algorithms
as already superior to that of the reference algorithm
ith fewer iterations.

. COMPUTATION AND MEMORY
EQUIREMENTS
omputation and memory requirements for the TMT LGS
CAO system are provided in Table 2 for all three algo-

ithms for the split tomography architecture. The
perture-plane grid is 123 points wide with mesh size
qual to �0=dsa/2=1/4 m, and there are Ndm=2 DM
rids with sheared actuator geometry, respectively 63 and
5 actuators wide with 1/2 m mesh size each. Require-
ents are given for the following most stressing atmo-

pheric grid sizes that allow for a telescope zenith angle of
p to 60 deg, and a circular science field of view of diam-
ter of up to 120 arcsec: 6 grids 256 points wide for the
DPCG algorithm with oversampling parameter �k equal

o 1, and 6 grids respectively 123,143,161,179,110, and
22 points wide for the CG and BGS-CG algorithms with
versampling parameter equal to 1 on the four lowest
rids and 2 on the remaining upper grids. The large grid
ize for the FDPCG algorithm arises from the fact that
he algorithm performs poorly with mixed-resolution
rids [15].

All of the computation and memory requirements have
een obtained by computing the number of nonzero ele-
ents of a sparse matrix associated with each operator.
our bytes per real and integer have been assumed.
emory requirements for the aperture-plane operators �

nd W are listed for a sparse-matrix implementation with
ompressed sparse-row storage format. Finally, memory
equirements for each bilinear interpolation operator
ave been calculated for a grid-based implementation. If
0=123 denotes the aperture-plane grid size, up to n0 in-
egers and n0 real numbers have to be stored for the x di-
ection, and similarly for the y direction. There is no stor-
ge for ground-level grids (DM and atmospheric screen).
he Fourier domain preconditioning matrix used by the
DPCG algorithm does not require sparse-matrix stor-
ge. This matrix is block diagonal with N /b full square
locks, where N denotes the tomography matrix system
ize and b the number of rows of blocks. Note that each
lock is Hermitian; therefore only N�b+1� /2 complex
umbers need to be stored. The cost to apply the FD pre-

Residual Wavefront Errors Obtained with Three
ollowed by Four Warm-Started DM Fitting CG
sa

Integrated Tomography

TA Total LGS NGS TT TA

0 j10 j9 j4 5 j7

21 65 19 62 33 53
44 j6 44 24 37

19 50 13 48 25 42
30 j12 32 16 28

e. Performance in the LGS modes has been highlighted in bold.
Loop
ons, F
ation

y

TT
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onditioning matrix has been calculated as 4Nb
2 
k=1

Npsnk log2�nk�, where nk=256 and N=
knk
2.

. CONCLUSION
split atmospheric tomography control architecture us-

ng laser and natural guide stars has been defined for
CAO. Its performance has been evaluated in extensive
ave optics Monte Carlo simulations for the TMT LGS
CAO system against the delivered performance of the

ntegrated control architecture. Three warm-started it-
rative algorithms have been analyzed for atmospheric
omography in both cases: a previously proposed FDPCG
lgorithm, a simple CG algorithm without precondition-
ng, and a novel layer-oriented BGS-CG algorithm. Pro-
ided that enough warm-started iterations are performed,
ll three algorithms yield essentially identical closed-loop
esidual RMS wavefront errors for both control architec-
ures, with the caveat that a somewhat smaller number of
terations are required by the CG and BGS-CG algo-
ithms for the split approach. These results demonstrate
hat the split control approach benefits from (i) a simpler
ormulation of minimum variance atmospheric tomogra-
hy allowing for algorithms with reduced computational
omplexity and cost compared with FDPCG or MG, (ii) a
impler, more flexible control of the NGS-controlled
odes, and (iii) a reduced coupling between the LGS- and
GS-controlled modes. Computation and memory re-
uirements for all three algorithms have also been given
or the split control approach for the TMT LGS MCAO
ystem and appear feasible in relation to the performance
pecifications of current hardware technology.
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